
The Christian
God exists

1A-a

God is the cause
of the first effect

2A-a

All real objects
and events have
a real cause

We define real as : 1) being
composed of matter or of being
capable of interacting with matter,
as in the case of energy, or 2) being
a natural phenomenon intrinsic to
matter or to properties expressed
by  instances or collections of
matter,  3) events in time defined by
changes in energy state of matter.

2A-b

Nothing can
cause itself.

3A-a

This rules
out miracles.

3A-b

Miracles would
contravene the
laws of nature.

oppose
3B-a

Matter is
continually formed
as particles and
antiparticles.

3B-b

Stuff only changes
in form and there
is nothing being
“caused to exist”,

oppose

2A-c

There are no
imaginary causes

support
2B-a

All causes are
effects of some
preceding causes.

3C-a

In the quantum
world effects
do not precede
causes.

3C-b

Cause and
effect may not
exist in quantum
phenomena

oppose
3D-a

There might be
one infinite series
of changes such
that there is no
first change.

3D-b

There is no
first change,

4A-a

There is no
first cause.

supports

oppose

4B-a

Science cannot
answer the
question why is
there a universe.

Assertion

Edward Feser (R29)

5B-a

There may be no
reason why the
universe exists.

opposes
5C-a

It does not
necessarily follow
that the reason for
the universe is God.

opposes

rebuts

3E-a

Fallacy of
Composition:
Because causality
occurs _within_
the universe, it
does not logically
follow there must
a a grand cause
for the existence
of all the separate
causes in the
_whole_ universe.

opposes
3F-a

Natural
phenomena have
been discovered
that do not have
discernible causes.

Example

Radioactivity appears
not to have a cause
that exists in time.

Example

Another example is the
spontaneous generation
of virtual particles, which
randomly appear even in
complete vacuum. These
particles are responsible
for the Casimir effect[wp]

and Hawking radiation.

opposes
3G-a

Problem of
Simultaneous
Causation: if actual
causal relational
examined closely,
any supposed
causal connection
would seem to be
instantaneous.

Example

Kant: If I view as a cause
a ball that impresses a
hollow as it lies on a
stuffed cushion, the

cause is simultaneous
with the effect.

opposes

2B-b

The first effect
has a cause that
is not an effect.

support

3H-a

There cannot be
an infinite regress
of causes.

Assertion

William Lane Craig: The
idea that one cannot

have an infinite regress
of causes ‘is so

intuitively obvious that I
think scarcely anyone

would sincerely believe
it to be false.’ (R1)

Assertion

The Catholic
Encyclopedia:

Infinite regress is
"inconceivable".

4H-a

Intuitions are not
a good basis for
rational argument.

4H-b

Intuitions do not
make a good basis
for evidentiary
claims about the
universe.

4H-c

Intuitions are
often wrong.

oppose
4I-a

There is no basis
for the
assumption that
an infinite regress
is impossible.

4I-b

An infinite regress
is no less
believable than
an uncaused first
cause.

Assertion

Kenan Malik (R1)

oppose

supports
3I-a

Problem of
Accidental
Correlation: A
sequence of
generally occurring
states of affairs
may be attributable
to a chance series
of occurrences.

The False Cause
Fallacy, or post
hoc, ergo
propter hoc.

3I-b

The sequence may
be attributable to
factors other than
causality.

oppose

2C-a

The first effect
is creation

3J-a

The account of
creation gets its
authority from the
God whose
existence we are
trying to prove.

3J-b

Argument from
authority is not
acceptable from
a partial witness.

oppose
3K-a

We cannot
assume time
has a beginning,
middle or end.

3K-b

The universe has
always existed.

4J-a

Principle of
simplicity: an
infinite regress
in cause is more
reasonable than
an infinite, all-
powerful God.

supports

oppose

2C-b

God is the cause
of creation

3L-a

There are
alternative theories
to The Big Bang.

opposes
3M-a

If God is real, he
must have a cause.

4K-a

God is of the form
that requires no
cause greater
than itself.

5E-a

The universe
could be thought
of as a form that
requires no cause
greater than itself.

opposes

rebuts

3M-b

A real God must
conform to the
definition of real.

4L-a

There is no
evidence that God
has interacted with
the real world

supports

oppose

Assertion

Catholic Encyclopedia:
"But the very same

reason that compels us
to postulate a First

Cause at all requires
that this cause should

be a free and intelligent
being." (R4)

3O-a

There universe
could have been
created by the
multiverse..

3O-b

There is a
first cause.

oppose
3P-a

God does not need
a cause.

4M-a

The universe
does not need a
cause.

4M-b

Claiming that
God does not
need a cause is
special pleading.

oppose
4N-a

Real things have
have no cause do
not exist.

opposes

3P-b

God is eternal.

4O-a

Some theories of
cosmology suggest
the universe is
eternal.

opposes

support
3Q-a

Nothing in the
fact that there is a
first moment of
time necessitates
that an external
something is
required to bring
the universe
about at that
moment. (R30)

opposes
3R-a

There is no
proof that a First
Cause is the
Christian God.

opposes
3S-a

The fact that it is
not known how
the universe
began does not
mean God did it.

Assertion

Sean Carroll: "There is
no way to decide

between beginning and
eternal cosmologies on

the basis of pure
thought…" (R30)

Assertion

Sean Carroll: "There
is no reason… to

think of the existence
and persistence and

regularity of the
universe as things

that require external
explanation." (R30)

opposes

support

3T-a

There is nothing
in the argument
that would allow
one to determine
any attributes of
the first cause.

3T-b

There is no reason
to believe that a first
cause would have to
be intelligent.

3T-c

There is a
first cause.

oppose
3U-a

There is nothing
in the argument
to rule out the
existence of
multiple first
causes.

opposes
3V-a

Creation is
described in The
Bible.

4R-a

The biblical
accounts of
creation are
contradictory.

Publication

Mark Mattison:
No, the Bible is

not inerrant. (R28)

opposes

3V-b

The Bible is
claimed to be
the inerrant
word of God.

Assertion

Tim Chaffey: "… the
Bible does not err." (R27)

support

The Cosmological
Argument

supports


